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Abstract

Basing on rich documentary, the article studies the activity of the trade union
organization in Krasnoyarsk Polytechnic Institute and the impact the trade union had on
the cultural, public and political life of the Institute in the second half of the 1950s-1980s.
The activity is stated to be held in different forms and areas: amateur arts, propaganda,
wall-newspaper and house magazine, vigilant groups, University of Culture, student club,
lecturing agitation group, student construction brigades, department, groups and hostels
competitions. The authors come to the conclusion that involving students and faculty
members into cultural, public and political life added greatly to fostering the future
engineers as it took them less time to adapt to the team-spirited workforce after
graduating from the higher educational establishment. The article is intended for the
people interested in history of higher education in Siberia and Russia.
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